NEIGHBORHOOD
CHARACTER
CHAPTER 21
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In a neighborhood character assessment under CEQR, one considers how elements of the environment combine
ombine
mbine to
create the context and feeling of a neighborhood and how a project may affect that context
and feeling. Thus, to deco
cont
determine a project's effects on neighborhood character, a neighborhood’s contributing
are considered
ing elements
eleme
lem
nsidered
sidered togethtoget
togeth
h
er.
New York City’s neighborhoods are organic and dynamic places, often identified
by a long-established
tified
d as much b
ng-established character as they are by their changes. Such changes are often brought on byy factors
project,
ctors independent
indep
indepe
t of
o the
he proposed
propos
propo
such as increases and decreases in population, local, regional and global
oball economic forces,
es,
s, and
a shifts
s s in
i demographic
patterns. Neighborhood character impacts are rare and it would be under
that, in the absence
nder unusual
unusu circumstances
cumstances
mstance th
of an impact in any of the relevant technical areas, a combination
would reion
on of moderate
moderat effects
ects
cts to the neighborhood
neigh
neig
sult in an impact to neighborhood character.

Moreover, a significant impact identified in one of the technical
contribute
character is
ec cal areas that
t
ontribute to a neighborhood’s
n
not automatically equivalent to a significant impact on neighborhood
neigh
neig
rho character.
rhoo
ter. Rather,
Rathe it serves as an indication that
neighborhood character should be examined. Thee examination
whether
aminatio focusess on w
ther a defining feature of the neighborhood's character may be significantly affected. Forr example, a significant
ficant
icant traffic
traffi
traf impact may occur if a project adds vehicles to an intersection, increasing the delay
levels.
impact would not constitute an
ay to unacceptable
unaccepta
evels.
s. This significant
si
sign
impact on neighborhood character, however,
conditions are not considered one of its definever, if a neighborhood’s
neigh
neighb
od’s traffic cond
ing features (i.e., if the traffic conditions
to those
other neighborhoods and areas in the city).
ns are comparable
compara
compa
hose of many
m
Conversely, a significant impact on neighborhood character mayy result
resul due to an increase in traffic or a change in the
type of traffic (i.e., an increase in truck deliver
deliveries)
on a neighborhood’s
roadways if that neighborhood is defined by
delive
gh h
ghb
particularly quiet residential streets,
increase
ets, even if that
t
ncreas did
id not constitute a significant traffic impact.
As indicated throughout thee Manual, it is important
portant
ortant for an
a applicant to work closely with the lead agency during the
entire environmental review process
process. Because
character assessment requires considerable coordiproce
ause the neighborhood
neigh
nation among the different
areas
ifferent technical
techn
reas that make up neighborhood character—land use, urban design and visual
resources, historic
transportation, and noise—the lead agency should consult, as appropriric resources,
sources,
ces, ssocioeconomics,
conomics, trans
ate, with the city’s eexp
expertt agencies
specific technical area.
ag
for that specif

100. DEFINITION
FINITION

Neighborhood
iss an amalgam
eighborhood
hborhoo character
ch
amalga of various elements that give neighborhoods their distinct "personality.” These
elements ma
may include
neighborhood’s
land use, urban design, visual resources, historic resources, socioeconomics,
udee a n
ghbor
ghborh
traffic, an
and/or noise.
and
oise.. These technical areas are often considered in a CEQR assessment and are defined and described
individually
in
dividu
vidu
n other
her chapters
chapter of the Technical Manual.

200. DETERMINING
TERMINING
ERMININ WHETHER A NEIGHBORHOOD CHARACTER ASSESSMENT IS APPROPRIATE

An assessment
of neighborhood character is generally needed when a proposed project has the potential to result in
nt o
significant adverse impacts in any technical area presented below, or when the project may have moderate effects on
several of the elements that define a neighborhood’s character.
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210. SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS IN OTHER TECHNICAL AREAS
To determine whether a Neighborhood Character assessment is appropriate, answer the following question:
Would the project have the potential to result in any significant adverse impacts in the following areas?
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A. Land Use, Zoning, and Public Policy;
B. Socioeconomic Conditions;
C. Open Space;
D. Historic and Cultural Resources;
E. Urban Design and Visual Resources;
F. Shadows;
G. Transportation; or
H. Noise.
gui
gu
ce on conducting
c
If ‘Yes,’ a preliminary assessment of neighborhood character mayy be appropriat
appropriate. Forr guidance
a
ection
n 310, below.
be
belo
answ
a
preliminary neighborhood character assessment, proceed to Section
Iff the answer
is ’No,’ a prelimiot required. H
ver, dependi
depending on the project, a
nary assessment of neighborhood character probably is not
However,
chnical
nical areas may
m potentially
tentially
entially have a significant effect on
combination of moderate changes in several of these technical
urther information.
informa
neighborhood character. See Section 220, below, for further

220. COMBINATION OF MODERATE EFFECTS
tial to result in
i a significant
gnifican adverse
gnificant
ver impact in any specific technical
vers
Even if a project does not have the potential
red based on the
th potential
ential
tial for a combination
co
area(s), additional analysis may be required
of moderate effects in more
consi
cons
than one area. A “moderate” effect is generally defin
defined as an effect considered
reasonably close to the significant
ticular
lar technica
ysis area.
adverse impact threshold for a particular
technical analysis
When considered together, there
elements that may have the
ere are elemen
eleme
th potential to significantly affect neighborhood
sist
st of a combi
comb
ba design,
es
esi
character. These may consist
combination
of urban
historic resources, shadows, open space, and
noise effects. Moderate effects
ects on several
seve these
ese elements
e ments
men may affect defining features of a neighborhood and, in
turn, a pedestrian’s overall
Additionally,
verall experience.
experien
dditionally
tionall a combination of moderate effects on the land use, socioeconomics and transportation
conditionss of a neighborhood
may also result in changes in the prevailing businesses
sportation cond
neighbo
neighbor
and economics of an area, which
wh in turn
n may affect
affec defining features of the neighborhood and the overall experience of pedestrians,
workers, residents,
strians, work
esidents,
sidents, and vvisitors. If it is determined that two or more categories may have
potential ‘moderate
effects’
on
the following question should be answered:
‘mod
mod ate effe
ffe
n the environment,
environm
Would the
th proposed
se project
sed
rojec result
roject
resu
res in a combination of moderate effects to several elements
that cum
cumulatively
velyy may
ma affect
ect neighborhood character?

If a project would
result
effects in several analysis categories, then no further analysis is needed. If
w
esult
ult in only slight
s
the
to the
question
is “Yes,” then proceed to the preliminary analysis in Section 320, below.
th answer
answe
ns
he aabove
ve ques
quest

300.
0. ASSESSMENT
MENT
NT METHO
ETHODS

310. STUDY
UDY
DY AREA
The study
area for a preliminary analysis of neighborhood character is typically consistent with the study areas in
udy are
the relevant technical areas assessed under CEQR that contribute to the defining elements of the neighborhood.
Unless the project covers a substantial physical area or is a generic action, the study area should generally include
at least the project site and the area within 400 feet of the project site boundaries. The extent of the study area
may be modified, as appropriate, either to include any additional areas that may be affected by the project or to
exclude areas that would clearly not be affected by the project.
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Larger study areas may be appropriate in certain circumstances, such as when projects are large in scale, located
just outside a well-defined neighborhood that they may affect, or may result in truck routes or other projectrelated traffic some distance from the proposed site. For example, if a project would facilitate a new commercial
building on the outskirts of a well-defined neighborhood, such as Brooklyn Heights, a larger study area may be
appropriate. Even if that neighborhood is outside of the quarter-mile radius generally considered an appropriate
study area for a new commercial building, it may be appropriate to include a portion of the Brooklyn Heights
neighborhood in the study area if the new building may affect its character.
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Smaller study areas may be appropriate if the neighborhood that may be affected is itself smaller than thee typical
typi
ty
study area. An example may be a mid-rise (15- to 20-story) building proposed for midblock in a residential
ntial
tial part of
the Upper West Side of Manhattan and the midblock portion of the block has a strongly
strong
tron defined low-rise
w-rise (four- to
five-story) residential character that is very different from the ends of the block,
where mid-rise
ock, wher
whe
se buildings with
wi
wit
ground floor retail front wide avenues. The proposed building may not affect
ct the character
cha
r of the ends of
o the
block, but may affect the mid-block portion. Therefore, it may be appropriate
the studyy area to focus
propriate
priate for th
focu on the
midblocks. Considering a study area that is too large would dilute the
he intensity
ntensity of tthe effects.
fe
For generic actions that would affect relatively small areas, the
areas would
as tthe study area.
he affected
ffected aare
ould serve
s
When large areas would be affected, the analysis considers
rs neighborhoods
neighborho
neighborhoo typical
pical of those
tho that would be affected.

320. PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT
A preliminary assessment determines whether changes
in
nges expected
ec
n other
er technical
technica
technic areas may affect a contributing element of neighborhood character. Thee assessment
answer
following two questions:
sessment should
s
answe the follo
fo
1. What are the defining features
ures of the neighborhood?
neig
hood?
d?

2. Does the project havee the
potential to affect the defining
features of the neighborhood, either
he potentia
defin
through the potential
significant adverse
ial for a signific
signif
erse impact
impac or a combination of moderate effects in relevant technical areas?
eas??

DEFINING FEATURES

Because a neighborhood's
hborhood's
rhood's character
ch
cha
r is the
he resu
result off the combination of various contributing elements,
the salient features
eatures of the neighborhood
n
borhood
hood should
shoul be identified. The discussion should focus on the major characteristics
cteristics of the neighborhood
borhood
rhood and how
h they relate to the area's overall character, and should
not merely
information
ly repeat
repea inf
tion about each
eac of the contributing technical areas (e.g., land use, socioeea
conomics,
found elsewhere in the
omic etc.)
omics
tc.) fo
th environmental assessment. For instance, the analysis may
consider
whether a particular
nsider wh
p icular housing
hou
housi type, such as rent-stabilized housing, serves to define the socioeconomic character
area. The displacement of a large amount of this type of housing from the
acter
ter of
o an
n area
area may potentially
ntially
lly affect
affe neighborhood character. This information should be available from the socioeconomic
conditions
(see Chapter 5, “Socioeconomic Conditions,” for guidance). The discioeco
ditions analysis
an
cussion
should
cu
cus
houl
oul address
ddress all of the various components of neighborhood character, even if changes to
only one of these
have triggered the need for an analysis. Some of these elements are critithe elements
e
cal to the characte
character, while others may only contribute to it.
For example, the Financial District area of Manhattan is characterized and defined by its tall buildings
and narr
narrow,
narrow winding streets. The skyscrapers front uniformly onto the street, creating a wall. During
much o
of the day, these streets are crowded with pedestrians. In this neighborhood, the height and
form of the buildings, the width of the streets, the block form, and the pedestrian activity are the defining characteristics. Other elements, such as socioeconomic conditions, traffic, and noise, contribute
to the character, but are not key features of the Financial District area.
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In another area, however, such as suburban Staten Island, the width of the streets and the buildings'
positions relative to the street may not be important, but the size and form of its single-family, detached homes, the landscaping, and the quiet and traffic-free streets may be.
For purposes of the preliminary assessment, a description of the neighborhood’s general defining features is usually appropriate, and depending on the project, a site visit may also be recommended. If a
detailed assessment is necessary, that assessment may go into greater depth as needed to make an
impact determination.
POTENTIAL TO AFFECT DEFINING FEATURES OF A NEIGHBORHOOD
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After the defining features of a neighborhood are identified, the potential for tthe project to affect
fect the
defining features of the neighborhood, either through the potential for a significant
significan
gnifica adverse impact
mpact or
a combination of moderate effects in relevant technical areas, should
For
uld be examined.
examine
examin
orr example, a
project may affect a defining neighborhood feature if a significantt adverse
shadow impact
verse shad
shado
pact was identiident
fied on sunlight sensitive features of an historic building or park
wass determined
rk and
d that resource
reso
res
determine
determin to
be central to a neighborhood’s character. An example where
effects
ere a combination
combinati of moderate
mod
mode
effec may
affect defining features may occur with a proposal for a large
complexx in an area
ge office co
a
ccharacterized
by quiet residential streets with limited pedestrian and
In this instance
nd vehicular traffic.
ttr
instanc the project
instan
may result in an increase in traffic and pedestrian activity
extent that the chaivity on local
loc streets
eets
ts to the exte
racter of the area may be significantly altered.
If the project has the potential to affect defining
of a neighborhood,
fining
nin features
tures o
ghborhood, a detailed assessment of
neighborhood character may be appropriate.
riate.
e. If there
th
the is no potential
ote
l for the project to affect such features, further analysis is likely not required.
uired.
d.

330. DETAILED ASSESSMENT
After a preliminary assessment has
performed and
as been perfo
perfor
d it has been
bee established that a project would affect a contributing element of neighborhood
is used to examine potential effects of the
rhood character,
character the detailed assessment
characte
assess
project by gathering information
and interviews, as needed. Using this informamation
on through field visits, photographs,
ho
hoto
tion as a baseline, the future
conditions are then projected and compared. The
uturee No-Action
No-Acti and future With-Action
th
th-Ac
steps involved in a detailed
off neighborhood
character are described in this section.
etailed
led assessment
assessm
neighborho
neighborh
331.1. Gather Information
formation
FIELD VISI
VI
VISIT

Generally,
enerally,
nerall tthe first
fi step in a detailed
detai
analysis is to conduct a field visit to observe the neighborhood.
typicallyy are
Field visits ty
ar made
ade during
dur
duri active periods rather than at odd hours. Observations are made
of such features
fea
fe
s as major
majo uses,
s scale and types of buildings, activity patterns and intensities, and the
relationship
between
relation
tio
etween
ween traffic,
traff
traffic noise, and the character of the streets. Any unusual features or combination of features
identified.
n
natio
ea ess are id
ide
PHOTOGRAPHS
OGRAPHS
APHS

Photographs
hotographs
graphs are an effective way to illustrate a neighborhood's characteristics.
OTHER AV
AVAILA
AVAILABLE INFORMATION

Data gathered
gat
gath
for other technical areas of the environmental assessment (such as land use, urban design
gn aand visual resources, community facilities, socioeconomics, etc.) are useful in identifying a neighborhood's characteristics.
INTERVIEWS

Interviewing neighborhood residents and workers to learn about the neighborhood may also be useful
in some cases, but is not generally necessary.
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331.2. Describe the Existing Character

Both graphics and text may be used to describe the character of the neighborhood affected by the
project. This assessment should be organized to identify those elements that have a major determining role in the character of the neighborhood. For examples of how to determine the existing character see Section 320, above.
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Generic actions may be assessed similarly. Neighborhoods may be described by the regularity of
street grid, building form, site planning and configuration, parking, and streetscape, as well as by predominant land use(s): low-rise, residential, medium-density residential, commercial, industrial, or unndeveloped.
332. Future No-Action Condition
Using the information gathered for other technical areas about changes expected
cted in the
th future,
ure,
e, predict how
ho
the character of the neighborhood would change in the future without
proposed project
ut the
he propose
ect (the No-Action
No-Ac
condition). This analysis focuses on the key elements that contribute
character
ute to neighborhood
neighbo
neighbor
c acter and if, and
how, they may change without the proposed project.

333. Future With-Action Condition
To determine how the proposed project may affect neighborhood
characterr compared to the No-Action conighborhood cha
dition, the assessment should describe the proposed project
terms
the key elements
roject in ter
term of how
w it would affect
af
a
that define the study area’s character (the With-Action
For example, if one
Action
ctio condition).
nditio
o of the most important
aspects of a neighborhood's character is that a street
in a cul-de-sac
treet ends
en
e
ul-d ac so that
tha the area is very quiet and
has very little traffic, note whether the project
change that
condition (by continuing the street through,
ject would cha
chan
at condit
conditi
for example). In the example of Manhattan's
Financial
attan's
n's Financi
Financia District,
rict,
t, where the
t height and form of the buildings,
narrowness of the streets, and pedestrian
characteristics, a tower-on-a-plaza design
strian
rian activity are
a thee defining char
chara
for an office building may change neighborhood
even if it represented a one-for-one
ghborhood character
cter
ter in its vicinity,
vicin
v
replacement of floor area. Also,
o, in this
his case an
a increase in
n traffic aalone, although it may be a significant traffic
impact that requires mitigation,
neighborhood
ion,
on, may not affect
af
a
d character.
ch
Generic actions may be assessed
with somewhat less detail than an assessment of siteessed in much
m
mu the
e same way
ay wit
specific projects. In some
less
about the project is available, the assessment considers the
me cases, when
wh
w
ss detail ab
abo
circumstances or issues that may affectt neighborhood
eighborhoo character in the study area.

400. DETERMINING
NIN IMPACT
ACT SIGNIFICANCE
FICANCE

An understanding
the key
define neighborhood character, and their relationships to one another,
anding
ding of
o th
k elements
ents that de
forms thee basis for determining
impact
Usually, a significant change to one of the determining elements
dete
det
ingg imp
im t significance.
sign
of neighborhood
ighborhood character
cha
r would
ould result
re
resu in a significant impact on neighborhood character. In general, the more uniform
context, the more sensitive it is to change. A neighborhood that has a
rm
m and consistent
consiste the existing
sting neighborhood
neigh
neig
typically
more varied context
co
iss ty
ally abl
able to tolerate greater changes without experiencing significant impacts.
A significant
significa impact
signific
pact identified
identifie in one of the technical areas that may contribute to neighborhood character is not automatically
equivalent
impact on neighborhood character. Rather, it serves as an indication that neighmatic
quivalent to a significant
s
borhood character
should be examined. If that examination determines that one of the defining features of the neighharacter shoul
borhood's
be significantly affected, then a significant impact may occur. For example, a significant
's character
characte would
w
traffic impact
ct may occur if a project adds vehicles to an intersection, increasing the delay there. This traffic impact
does not resultt in an impact on neighborhood character if traffic is not an important determining characteristic of that
neighborhood. Alternatively, a significant impact on neighborhood character may occur because of an increase in traffic on area roadways, even if that increase did not constitute a significant traffic impact.
Significant impacts on neighborhood character may also occur if the proposed project would not have a significant impact on any one defining feature of the area. In such cases, the project may have moderate impacts on a number of
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defining features that, cumulatively, result in a significant impact on the neighborhood character. For example, a commercial strip in a suburban section of Staten Island may be different in land use and in urban design from the area’s
detached houses with lawns and landscaping, but not significantly; it may add some traffic to local residential streets,
but not a significant amount; and it may increase area noise levels, but not significantly. Altogether, however, the
commercial strip may have a significant impact on the neighborhood's character by changing it from a small-scale,
quiet residential area to a busier commercial one.
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As with other technical areas, significant impacts on neighborhood character may be either beneficial or adverse. Because a neighborhood’s character is perceived and contextual, this judgment may be more subjective than in
n other
o
oth
technical areas. For example, a new and modern apartment building in an older neighborhood may be perceived
eived
ived as an
a
improvement by some, but as out of context and adverse by others. The lead agencyy sho
should consider comments
shou
mments made
during public review in making such a determination as to which significant impacts
ts are
re adverse
adve
advers and require
quire
uire mitigation.
mitigation
mitigatio

500. DEVELOPING MITIGATION

Often, mitigation proposed for significant impacts in the technical areas
to neighborhood
reass that contribute
contr
cont
ne
orho character
may also mitigate neighborhood character impacts. For example, iff a significant tr
traffic impact
and increasmpact is predicted
pred
es in traffic also significantly affect neighborhood character, measures
easures
asures that mitigate
mi
the significan
significant traffic impact may
also reduce traffic to levels that are consistent with the neighborhood.
design impacts often also
hborhood.
rhood. Mitigation
Mit
Mi
on of urban des
effectively mitigate related impacts on neighborhood character.
cter.
In other situations, however, mitigation measures may
adverse impacts
in other technical areas,
ayy alleviate
al
alle te significant
sig
s
imp
im
but significant impacts on neighborhood characterr may
example
traffic impacts, above,
ay remain.
rema
remai In thee ex
ple o
of significant
s
mitigation measures may reduce the delay at area
rea intersections
intersection
tersection to acceptable
cceptabl levels,
cceptable
el but not the overall effect that increased traffic may have on the character of the area. The number
ber of vehicles
vehicle may still be sufficiently large to change
the character of the streets. Another example
project that
ample
ple is a pro
proj
at may result iin both significant adverse socioeconomic
impacts related to secondary residential
significant impact on neighborhood character beal displacement
displacemen
isplacemen and a related sig
signif
cause of the change in the area's population
profile. The socioeconomic
pulation
ation profile
profi
conomic impacts may be mitigated by finding affordable
housing for displaced residents, but if the re
residents move out
res
o of the neighborhood, the significant impact on the
neighborhood's character still occurs.
curs.
If mitigation measures presented
adverse impacts, if any, would not mitigate neighesented
nted for the
th project's
ect's
ct's other significant
ssig
borhood character impacts,
pacts, other mitigation
mit
m
n measures
easures are to be identified where feasible. For example, if a signal timing change addresses
es a traffic impact,
impa but
ut not
ot a related neighborhood character impact, the solution may be deliberate
rerouting of project-related
to
je related
ted traffic
ttra
o a more suitable
suitab street. This solution may be considered even if the diversion
suita
causes a new traffic impact
(which may be mitigated),
but does not affect neighborhood character.
im act ((w
mitigat

600. DEVELOPING
VELOPING ALTERNATIVES
NATIVES
IVES

Alternatives
to
in other technical areas of the environmental assessment may also avoid
ternatives
rnatives proposed
prop
o avoid
void impacts
impa
neighborhood
neighborhoo character
acter
ter impacts.
pacts. Similar to mitigation, alternatives proposed in response to impacts in the technical
areas of the assessment
may not necessarily avoid neighborhood character impacts.
ssment
ent m
Mitigation
specifically to avoid neighborhood character impacts may be incorporated into alternatigat
igat
measures
easures developed
develo
deve
tive proposals.
osals.
sals

700. REGULATIONS
ATI
ATIO
AND COORDINATION

710. REGULATIONS AND STANDARDS
There are no special statutes, regulations, or standards that control the study of neighborhood character in particular. Regulations and standards for each of the technical areas that may contribute to neighborhood character
are discussed in Section 700 of the appropriate Manual chapters.
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720. APPLICABLE COORDINATION
The neighborhood character assessment requires considerable coordination among the different technical areas
that make up neighborhood character—land use, urban design and visual resources, historic resources, socioeconomics, transportation, and noise. The lead agency should ensure that the analysts addressing individual technical areas are aware of the issue of neighborhood character and that the analyst for neighborhood character coordinates with these other disciplines.
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730. LOCATION OF INFORMATION
Information related to the elements of neighborhood character is found in the other
th technical areas off the envienv
en ironmental assessment (see Section 700 of the appropriate technical chapters off this
his Manual).
M
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